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Abstract: The number of investigations relevant to the study of geomagnetic activity, solar events,
and cosmic rays, i.e., space weather phenomena, and their impact on human health has increased
dramatically over the past few years. Numerous studies examine the reaction of the cardiovascular,
nervous, and other functional systems to variations observed in geospace. These studies examine the
behavior of human physiological parameters not only during different levels of activity of the Sun
and in the interplanetary space (from no activity to remarkably intense activity) but also through
geomagnetic activity storms and Forbush decreases. Here, individuals from the Hippocratio General
Hospital in Athens, the cardiology clinics of Nikaia General Hospital in Piraeus, and the Heraklion
University Hospital in Crete, Greece, were assessed during the time period from 2011 until 2018. The
heart rate of the individuals was recorded every hour via the Holter electrocardiogram method. Data
were analyzed using the analysis of variance (ANOVA) and the method of superimposed epochs.
The investigation covers not only the ascending but also the descending phase of the solar cycle 24
(lasting until 2019 and with its maximum in the year 2014).

Keywords: heart rate; Forbush decreases; geomagnetic storms; cosmic ray intensity

1. Introduction

Space weather refers to any phenomena observed on the Sun, in the solar wind, within
the magnetosphere, or in the ionosphere and thermosphere of the Earth that can affect
the performance and credibility of technological systems located both in space and on the
ground and can threaten human health and/or life [1–5].

Over the last decades, the potential impact of the activity of the Sun, geospace, and
cosmic rays on human health has been widely discussed. Initially, the possibility of sun–
geophysical changes affecting the state of the human body had encountered skepticism from
the scientific community [6–8]. However, since human populations’ constant interaction
with and influence by their environment has grown larger, and the need to thoroughly
study space weather phenomena in relation to variations in the human physiological
state has become imperative, many investigations have been conducted with irrefutable
results [9–16].

In the context of the above, the Athens Cosmic Ray Group of the National and Kapodis-
trian University of Athens (NKUA) recognized early on the importance of this multi-
disciplinary heliobiological and biometeorological research and consequently focused on
implementing scientific studies which could shed light on this contemporary field of sci-
ence. That, which started as a local investigation, soon developed into an international
collaboration with scientific teams from different countries and similar research interests
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and, finally, has resulted in a significant number of projects and related scientific publica-
tions. In the following, all the heliobiological projects that the Athens Cosmic Ray Group
was involved in are presented and sufficiently described.

In [17], the diurnal fluctuations of cosmic ray intensity (CRI), recorded by the Athens
Neutron Monitor Station of the NKUA, were analyzed in relation to the mean heart rate (HR)
variations (on a daily and hourly basis) of individuals that had no symptoms and were not
admitted to the hospital. Heart rate was measured using a Holter electrocardiogram. The
data were obtained from the cardiological clinic of the KAT Hospital located in Athens and
included the period from 4 December 2006 to 24 December 2006, i.e., a period of major solar
events and intense geomagnetic activity (GMA). During this period, successive Forbush
decreases were recorded starting from 6 December; moreover, a ground level enhancement
of CRI, as a result of a strong solar proton event, was also registered on 13 December.
Furthermore, on 15 December, the Athens Neutron Monitor Station registered an abrupt
CRI decrease with 4% amplitude, along with a geomagnetic storm. The study concluded
that HR and CRI fluctuations had a positive correlation on days with no geomagnetic
activity. Additionally, CRI and HR decreased to a minimum value and their changes were
also correlated during extreme fluctuations of cosmic rays, such as Forbush decreases and
relativistic proton events caused by intense events taking place on the Sun.

In [18,19], digitally registered medical data of healthy individuals, obtained from the
Laboratory of Heliobiology in the Medical Centre INAM (Baku, Azerbaijan), were analyzed
during various intensities of cosmic radiation and GMA. A total of 1673 HR values (i.e.,
daily data) and a time series of beat-to-beat HR intervals (RR intervals) were acquired from
15 July 2006 until 31 March 2008. This time period covered extreme events of cosmic rays
and GMA, i.e., December 2006. An estimation of the statistical significance of the effects
of GMA intensities and CRI fluctuations on HR and RR intervals was presented. These
studies concluded that intense geomagnetic activity fluctuations and CRI variations were
related to HR increase and notable RR interval variation. On the contrary, HR dynamics
were not influenced by minor or minimal CRI fluctuations. Additionally, an increase in HR
values was observed on the days prior to, during, and after major geomagnetic storms and
on the days prior to and after CRI decreases.

The exposure of air crews to cosmic rays and their impact on the biological state of
the human body is a contemporary field of research. In another investigation, the Athens
Cosmic Ray Group cooperated with scientific groups from Slovakia and Bulgaria and
analyzed the cardiovascular functionality of Slovak aviators in relation to geophysical vari-
ations. A total of 4018 aviators (men in good health aged 18 to 60 years old) were medically
monitored from 1 January 1994 until 31 December 2002. As a result, daily mean arterial
diastolic and systolic blood pressure values were studied in relation to daily fluctuations
in GMA (expressed through the Dst and Ap geomagnetic indices) and daily variations
in CRI. CRI was provided by the Neutron Monitor Station on Lomnicky Stit. In order to
examine the statistical significance (p-values) of the impact of CRI variations on arterial
blood pressure on the day of the events but also on the days prior to and after these events,
the statistical method of analysis of variance (ANOVA) and the method of superimposed
epochs were applied, respectively. The investigation concluded that variations in cosmic
radiation may have an effect on diastolic and systolic blood pressure, and geomagnetic
changes are connected to variations in human physiological parameters [19–21].

In another study conducted by the University of Athens in collaboration with the
National Astrophysical Observatory in Tbilisi, Georgia, the possible relationship between
geomagnetic and cosmic ray activity and the occurrence of various kinds of cardiac arrhyth-
mias was examined [22]. Data was collected regarding 1902 patients in Tbilisi, Georgia
and include the years 1983–1992. In order to investigate the potential impact of various
parameters related to solar, geomagnetic, and cosmic ray activity on several kinds of ar-
rhythmias, the smoothing method and the Pearson r-coefficient were used. The analysis
was performed for two separate time periods in order to examine the effect of the solar
magnetic field’s polarity reversal, recorded in the years 1989–1990. Consequently, both the
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aforementioned physical parameters as well as the various kinds of arrhythmias behaved
differently for the two time periods. Moreover, the sign of the correlation coefficient describ-
ing the relationship between the occurrence of arrhythmias and the geophysical parameters
was also affected by alterations in the solar magnetic field’s polarity sign. Furthermore,
several kinds of arrhythmias presented a primary and secondary maximum, as did the
solar parameters during the solar cycle 22, with a delay of almost 5 months [19].

In [19,23] the number of individuals who developed cardiac arrhythmias (particularly
the ones diagnosed with atrial fibrillation) was investigated in relation to the following:
first, the sunspots number Rz, solar flares, and coronal mass ejections (i.e., solar activity);
and second, the fluctuations in cosmic rays. In total, 4741 patients aged 15 to 98 years
old with cardiac arrhythmias, 2548 of whom were diagnosed with atrial fibrillation, were
assessed. The data were collected from the second cardiological clinic of the General
Hospital of Nikaia, ‘St. Panteleimon’, in Piraeus, Greece and cover solar cycle 23 (spanning
from 1997 until 2009).

In [24], space weather phenomena and their possible effect on HR variations were
studied. Initially, hourly HR data, recorded by a Holter electrocardiogram, from 482 indi-
viduals (July 2011–April 2013) were analyzed. The data were provided by the Hippocratio
General Hospital in Athens, the cardiology clinics of Nikaia General Hospital in Piraeus,
and the Heraklion University Hospital in Crete, Greece. Moreover, CRI data and geomag-
netic Dst index data were derived from the Athens Neutron Monitor Station of the NKUA
and the Kyoto Observatory, respectively. The data were processed using the analysis of
variance (ANOVA) and the multiple linear regression analysis. It was concluded that space
weather variations may be related to HR variations, since the analysis showed a statistically
significant effect of cosmic radiation as well as GMA on HR.

In continuation of the above-mentioned investigation, more data were included in
the analysis and new results were presented in [25]. In this second stage of the analysis,
HR data from 1318 individuals were evaluated from 2011 to 2018. Once again, the data
were provided by the same three hospitals as above. In this analysis, it was argued that
HR variations were connected to environmental physical activity and, more precisely,
both cosmic ray variations and GMA events affect HR with statistical significance. It
was revealed that the mean HR had a maximum value during the period with strong
geomagnetic activity and the highest level of CRI variation. Moreover, data were also
analyzed on a daily basis separately for every volunteer. Daily mean HR variations were
studied in relation to daily CRI variations (CRI has a minimum and a maximum value
around 6 a.m. and 6 p.m., respectively).

Finally, this work describes the third and most complete stage of the aforementioned
study. Heart rate data (1353 measurements) from the Hippocratio General Hospital in
Athens, the cardiology clinics of Nikaia General Hospital in Piraeus, and the Heraklion Uni-
versity Hospital in Crete, Greece, were examined for the time period of April 2011–January
2018. The hourly mean HR of the individuals was obtained using a Holter electrocardio-
gram. The two methods used to analyze the data were the analysis of variance (ANOVA)
and the superimposed epochs method. The investigation consisted of two time intervals
(i.e., the ascending and the descending phases of the solar cycle 24, which lasted until 2019
and presented a maximum in the year 2014).

2. Data and Methods
2.1. Medical Data

In this study, the HR data were collected from the Hippocratio General Hospital in
Athens, the cardiology clinics of Nikaia General Hospital in Piraeus and the Heraklion
University Hospital in Crete, Greece. The time period under consideration was April 2011
to January 2018. This time period includes both the ascending phase (December 2008–April
2014) and the descending phase (May 2014–December 2019) of solar cycle 24. A total of
1353 individuals with mean HR 71.3 ± 0.4 bpm were examined. The database included
534 females (39%) with mean HR 72.5 ± 0.8 bpm and 687 males (51%) with mean HR
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70.3 ± 0.6 bpm. For 132 individuals (10%), data concerning their gender were not obtained.
The Holter electrocardiogram method was used for obtaining the hourly mean HR of the
group of individuals (for more details on the Holter method see [25]).

2.2. Geomagnetic Data

The impact of GMA on HR data was examined by using two geomagnetic indices, i.e.,
Dst and Ap. Concerning the Dst index, the data were obtained from the World Data Centre
for Geomagnetism, Kyoto, https://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/dstae/index.html (accessed on
21 January 2024).

Table 1 shows the four levels (I0, I, II, III) the GMA was divided into, in accordance with
the average daily Dst index values. Moreover, the corresponding number of measurements
for each GMA level is also displayed. It should be noted that for the time period under
investigation, many days were characterized by a positive Dst index, i.e., minor GMA.
Consequently, Level I0 was established. It is important to include these very low levels of
GMA in the study, since it is mentioned that minor or even no variations in the geomagnetic
field can have consequences for the physiological state of human health [26,27].

Table 1. Dst and Ap index levels and the number of measurements.

Dst
Levels

Dst Index Values
(nT)

Number
of Measurements Ap Levels Ap Index Values Number of

Measurements

I0 Dst ≥ 0 240 I0 Ap < 8 712

I −20 < Dst < 0 699 I 8 ≤ Ap < 15 322

II −50 < Dst ≤ −20 361 II 15 ≤ Ap < 30 239

III −100 < Dst ≤ −50 50 III 30 ≤ Ap < 50 66

IV Dst ≤ −100 3 IV Ap ≥ 50 14

The same classification (Levels: I0, I, II, III, IV) was performed for the Ap index, as
shown in Table 1. These data were obtained from the German Research Center for Geo-
sciences, GFZ https://www.gfz-potsdam.de/en/section/geomagnetism/data-products-
services/geomagnetic-kp-index (accessed on 21 January 2024).

The number of measurements for the ascending phase of solar cycle 24 was 19 for Dst
index level III and no measurements for Dst index level IV and for the descending phase
of solar cycle 24 the number of measurements was 31 for Dst index level III and 3 for Dst
index level IV.

Moreover, for the Ap index, the number of measurements for the ascending phase
of solar cycle 24 was 19 for Ap index level III and 2 for Ap index level IV and for the
descending phase of solar cycle 24 the measurements were 47 and 12 respectively.

2.3. Cosmic Ray Intensity Data

Furthermore, the hourly pressure- and efficiency-corrected data of the hadronic com-
ponent of CRI were derived from the Athens Neutron Monitor Station (A.Ne.Mo.S.) of the
Faculty of Physics of the NKUA. This is a modern station (Super 6NM-64) which provides
real-time data of excellent quality through the internet (http://cosray.phys.uoa.gr, accessed
on 21 January 2024) and has been operational since November 2000. It is characterized by
cut-off rigidity of 8.53 GV, altitude 260 m above sea level, and geographical coordinates
37◦58′ N, 23◦47′ E. The provided data have a statistical error of less than 0.30% on hourly
data and time resolution of 1 h, 1 min, and 1 s, which is a unique across datasets world-
wide [28,29]. Moreover, these data are moved every 1 min to the European high-resolution
Neutron Monitor Database—NMDB (http://www.nmdb.eu, accessed on 21 January 2024).

For normalizing the CRI data, the following function was used: CRI = CRIobs−CRIaver
CRIaver

,
where CRIobs is the observed CRI value and CRIaver is the mean value calculated for the
time period under examination. CRI variations ranged from −6% decreases up to +3%

https://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/dstae/index.html
https://www.gfz-potsdam.de/en/section/geomagnetism/data-products-services/geomagnetic-kp-index
https://www.gfz-potsdam.de/en/section/geomagnetism/data-products-services/geomagnetic-kp-index
http://cosray.phys.uoa.gr
http://www.nmdb.eu
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increases. CRI variations along with the corresponding number of days are presented in
Table 2. It should be mentioned at this point that in cases such as this one when there is a
short range of CRI variations (e.g., from −6% to +3%), these variations are not grouped
into levels. Instead, the values are rounded up and organized with a step of 1% (same
analysis in [18]). In cases where the CRI variations cover a wider range, they are grouped
into different levels [21].

Table 2. CRI % variations and the corresponding number of measurements.

CRI, % Number of Measurements

−6 4

−5 10

−4 7

−3 30

−2 124

−1 269

0 373

1 384

2 122

3 30

2.4. Statistical Method

The analysis of variance statistical method (ANOVA) [30] and the statistical package
STATISTICA (ver. 6, StatSoft Inc., Tulsa, OK, USA, 2001) were used in order to establish
the statistical significance levels (p-values) of the relationships between Dst and Ap index
levels and cosmic ray fluctuations and HR. Moreover, ANOVA along with the method
of superimposed epochs were used to study the impact of Dst and Ap index levels and
cosmic ray fluctuations on HR up to three days prior to and three days after particular
events (either geomagnetic storms or CRI variations).

In the ANOVA method, the Dst level, the Ap level, and the percentage decrease in CRI
(CRI, %) were regarded as independent variables, i.e., ‘factors’, whereas the physiological
parameter HR was considered a dependent variable. The ANOVA method tests the effect
of the factors on the dependent variable under analysis. Each time it is assumed that the
mean values of HR are the same for every level of the independent variables, e.g., Dst level.

The used data analysis software system STATISTICA sets the level for statistical
significance at p < 0.05, and the conclusions were derived using this value [18,20,21].

Consequently, the null hypothesis is correct for p-level greater than 0.05. On the other
hand, if p is less than 0.05, then the alternative hypothesis is correct; therefore, the null
hypothesis is not accepted. In other words, the parameter under analysis, in this case HR,
was affected by the factor’s variations (e.g., Dst level).

At this point it should be mentioned that before applying the ANOVA method, the
Shapiro–Wilk test of normality that assesses whether a sample is likely to originate from
a normal distribution was performed for the data under investigation. This test did not
show evidence of non-normality of the data (W = 0.981303), which means that they follow
a more or less normal distribution.

Furthermore, the impact of every factor (e.g., Dst level; Ap level; CRI, %) on the
parameter (i.e., HR) was examined not only during the event, but additionally three days
prior to (−) and three days after (+) the event. Thus, the effects not only during but also
prior to or after a geomagnetic disturbance or CRI variation were investigated. Table 3
presents the p-level values from the ANOVA analysis for this study (there is a * in all cases
with p < 0.05).
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Table 3. Significance levels (p-values) of the potential effect of GMA and CRI on HR on the days
before (−), during (0) and after (+) GMA and CRI variations.

All Data Ascending Phase Descending Phase

Day Dst Ap CRI Dst Ap CRI Dst Ap CRI

−3 0.58645 0.23185 0.20933 0.13024 0.69625 0.27427 0.37247 0.23523 0.26204

−2 0.73025 0.14125 0.24646 0.41697 0.09715 0.11348 0.91265 0.11874 0.29332

−1 0.01901 * 0.03325 * 0.25142 0.00233 * 0.00337 * 0.77568 0.22579 0.25738 0.41321

0 0.73790 0.60289 0.17670 0.05745 0.12933 0.04210 * 0.64228 0.73323 0.32854

+1 0.79053 0.61579 0.15586 0.34619 0.11795 0.02320 * 0.95181 0.99113 0.50545

+2 0.99872 0.02181 * 0.18084 0.35290 0.15304 0.03252 * 0.81476 0.11290 0.36693

+3 0.84422 0.15989 0.85142 0.55601 0.45200 0.12401 0.71309 0.31537 0.72522

* Statistically significant results.

3. Results

The time period under investigation (April 2011–December 2018) covers both the
ascending phase (December 2008–April 2014) of solar cycle 24 and the descending phase
(May 2014–December 2019) of the same solar cycle. Its maximum was reached in April 2014.
Consequently, it was considered appropriate to carry out research first for the complete
time interval under investigation and second for the ascending and the descending phases
of the solar cycle separately. Herein, the results concerning this analysis are presented.

During the considered period, major space weather events were recorded on several
days. Figure 1 presents the Dst index and CRI variations for the time interval under
investigation. On the other hand, the monthly distribution of the solar activity (sunspot
number) and the number of measurements under examination for the time period from
April 2011 to January 2018 are shown in Figure 2.
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(red bars) during the time period from April 2011 to January 2018.

The results from the analysis include a significant number of figures. However, due to
limited space not all of them are presented in this paper. And even though all of the figures
were used for reaching a conclusion, only a selection of the most descriptive and typical
ones is displayed below.

Each HR measurement is related to the corresponding Dst index value, Ap index value,
and CRI variation for the exact date of the measurement. Moreover, each HR measurement
is also related to the corresponding Dst index level and Ap index level for the exact date
of the measurement. This is the day of the geomagnetic storm or the CRI event according
to the classifications presented in Tables 1 and 2. Furthermore, using the superimposed
method, the effect of Dst level, Ap level and CRI, % on HR is examined not only during the
event, but additionally three days prior to (−) and three days after (+) the event.

The significance levels (p) of the impact of GMA level and the percentage of CRI
variations on HR were obtained through an ANOVA. This analysis was performed for the
days prior to (−3rd, −2nd, and −1st day), during (0), and after (+1st, +2nd, and +3rd day)
events of geomagnetic and cosmic ray activity. Table 3 shows p-values for the potential
effects of CRI and GMA on HR for the days prior to, during, and after CRI and GMA
fluctuations for all data, for the ascending phase, and for the descending phase. For all data,
no statistically significant results were obtained for CRI variations. However, for GMA and
the geomagnetic indices Dst and Ap, the results were statistically significant for the −1st,
−1st, and +2nd days, respectively.

Figure 3 shows an example of HR dynamics in relation to GMA through the Dst
index (Figure 3a) and Ap index (Figure 3b) levels (as they were divided in Table 2) and
CRI (Figure 3c) variations (as they were divided in Table 3). As shown in Figure 3a,b,
intense GMA (i.e., increase and decrease in Ap index values and Dst index values, respec-
tively) was accompanied by an increase in mean HR. Moreover, for larger CRI decreases
(−6% decreases), HR values were higher. However, the results presented in Table 3 show
that these effects were not statistically significant (p > 0.05).
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The study of the variations in HR prior to (−), during (0), and after (+) fluctuations
in GMA and CRI of various intensities concluded that high levels of GMA (Figure 4a,b)
and strong CRI decreases (Figure 4c) are related to significant HR variations and peak
values. Figure 4 is plotted so as to reveal the behavior of HR in relation to time (during the
evolution of an event: initial phase, main phase, and recovery phase). Every trend, even a
minor one, is important. Either small variations or peak values (maximum or minimum)
that are observed during these three different phases are important for understanding the
response of HR to physical events.
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Notably, as can be seen in Figure 4a, for Dst index level IV, HR decreased from the
−3rd day to day 0 and increased until the +1st day after major geomagnetic storms. For
level III of the Dst index classification, HR reached its maximum value on the −1st day
before a moderate storm occurred. For levels I0, I, and II of the GMA, according to the Dst
index classification, no important fluctuations were recorded. Concerning the Ap index,
for the highest registered GMA level (level IV), there were peak increases in HR on the
−3rd, +1st, and +3rd days and a decrease on the +2nd day (Figure 4b). For level III of
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the Ap index classification, HR decreased from the −1st day until the +2nd day after a
moderate geomagnetic storm. For low and very low GMA, as estimated by the Ap index
(levels I0, I, II), HR did not show any significant variation on any of the days. Furthermore,
as presented in Figure 4c, HR varies significantly during strong CRI decreases (from −6
to −3%). For CRI decreases of −6% and −5%, peak increases in the mean HR on some of
the days prior to or after the CRI decrease were noticed, while for a CRI decrease of −4%,
HR reached a minimum value on the −3rd day before the event, and for a CRI decrease of
−3%, HR maximized on day 0.

3.1. Ascending Phase of Solar Cycle 24

A total of 482 individuals were examined from April 2011 until April 2014, of whom
276 (57%) were men, 198 (41%) were women, and 8 (2%) appeared with no information
about their gender. The mean HR value for the men during this period was 68.6 ± 0.7
bpm, while the mean HR value for the women was 71.1 ± 0.9 bpm. At this point it should
be mentioned that the initial mean HR values that were entered in the database present
small differences between men and women (as it was noticed for all data, the ascending
phase, and the descending phase that follows). Previous studies [17,31,32] have shown that
HR exhibits different behavior between men and women and in connection to GMA and
CRI variations.

Once again, ANOVA was used for obtaining the significance levels (p) of the effect of
GMA level and the percentage of CRI variations on HR for the days prior to (−3rd, −2nd,
and −1st day), during (0), and after (+1st, +2nd, and +3rd day) fluctuations in geomagnetic
or cosmic ray activity. Table 3 shows p-values for the potential effect of CRI and GMA
on HR for the days prior to, during, and after CRI and GMA variations for the ascending
phase of solar cycle 24. It should be mentioned that for the ascending phase of the solar
cycle there are more statistically significant results in comparison to all data. More precisely,
p-values were less than 0.05 for the Dst and Ap indices on the −1st day and for CRI on day
0 and the +1st and +2nd days, which means that the variations in the GMA and CRI had
an effect on the parameter of HR.

HR dynamics in relation to GMA through Dst index and Ap index levels and CRI
variations are presented in Figure 5a–c, respectively. Once more, the maximum value of
the parameter HR was noted for the highest GMA levels (i.e., Dst and Ap index level III).
Furthermore, HR value was higher for largest CRI decreases (−5%).

HR variations were analyzed for the time period prior to (−), during (0), and af-
ter (+) geomagnetic storms of various intensities and CRI variations. It is concluded
that major geomagnetic storms (Figure 6a,b) and strong CRI decreases (Figure 6c) are
related to HR variations and peak values. Furthermore, for the highest level of GMA, i.e.,
level III according to the Dst index classification, HR increased from the −3rd day to the
−1st day and decreased until the +3rd day after moderate geomagnetic storms (Figure 6a).
No significant variations were registered for levels I0, I, and II (lower GMA). It should be
noted that no measurements were included for Dst index level IV during the ascending
phase of solar cycle 24. That is why the line corresponding to Dst index level IV is absent.
Regarding the Ap index, for the highest registered GMA level (level IV), maximum and
minimum values of HR were recorded on the −2nd and +3rd days, respectively (Figure 6b).
HR decreased from the maximum value on the −1st day to the minimum value on the
+2nd day after a moderate geomagnetic storm (i.e., level III according to the Ap index
classification). As before, for low and very low GMA (levels I0, I, II), HR presented no
important variation on any of the days. Finally, for CRI decreases of amplitude −5%
and −4%, HR increased on the +1st and +2nd days, respectively, whereas for a moderate
CRI decrease of −3%, peak values were recorded on the days before the event. Another
interesting behavior is for a CRI decrease of −2%, where recorded HR peak values on the
days before and during the CRI decrease. For 0% CRI variations or CRI increases, HR did
not vary significantly (Figure 6c).
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Figure 6. HR variations for different levels of GMA, estimated by Dst–index (a), Ap–index (b), and
CRI variations (c) for the days before (−), during (0), and after (+) the corresponding variations.

3.2. Descending Phase of Solar Cycle 24

In total, 871 individuals were examined from May 2014 until January 2018. According
to the recordings, 411 (47%) were men, 336 (39%) were women, and 124 (14%) had no infor-
mation available. The mean HR value for the men during this period was 71.3 ± 0.8 bpm,
while the mean HR value for the women was 73.4 ± 1.1 bpm.

The effects of GMA level and the percentage of CRI variations on HR for the days
prior to (−3rd, −2nd, and −1st day), during (0), and after (+1st, +2nd, and +3rd day)
geomagnetic storms and CRI variations during the descending phase of solar cycle 24 were
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examined using an ANOVA. The significance levels (p) are presented in Table 3. As can be
noticed, no statistically significant results for any factor on any day were registered.

Figure 7a–c shows the HR dynamics in relation to GMA through the Dst index and Ap
index levels and CRI variations for the descending phase of the solar cycle 24, respectively.
In this case, for the Dst index classification (Figure 7a), the HR did not experience any
significant peak values (maximum or minimum values). On the other hand, for the highest
GMA level, according to the Ap index, the maximum value of the parameter HR was noted
(Figure 7b). Finally, for CRI variations (Figure 7c), HR value experienced fluctuations.
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Figure 7. HR variations for different levels of GMA, estimated by Dst–index (a), Ap–index (b), and
CRI variations (c). The vertical bars denote a 0.95 confidence interval.

Figure 8a–c shows the HR variations three days prior to (−), during (0), and after (+)
GMA variations of various intensities and CRI decreases and increases. For major geomag-
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netic storms, i.e., level IV according to the Dst index classification, HR decreased from the
−3rd day to day 0 and increased until the +1st day, while for moderate geomagnetic storms,
i.e., level III according to the Dst index classification, fluctuations in HR were recorded
(Figure 8a). Similar fluctuations in HR were also registered for the highest registered GMA
level (levels III and IV) according to the Ap index (Figure 8b). In the case of CRI decreases
(−6% to −3%), HR had peak values (increases or decreases) on the days before or after the
event (Figure 8c).
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4. Conclusions and Discussion

It is known that the human physiological state is influenced by many factors, either
endogenous or exogenous [33]. Anxiety, the nature of everyday life, diet, work environment,
etc. are factors that could have an impact on the physiological state of human health,
affecting parameters such as heart rate, pulse, and arterial blood pressure. Moreover,
season, meteorological conditions [34], demographic factors, exposure to radiation or
chemical substances, etc. may also disturb the physiological state of human health. Along
with the aforementioned factors, a new scientific field that has emerged in the last few
decades, i.e., space weather and its phenomena, can also affect human health in a crucial
way. As expected, the effect that each of these parameters may have on human health
differs, and separating these effects is a difficult problem to solve. That is why [26] proposed
direct and indirect indicators, so as to help differentiate the effect of physical activity on
human health.

Physiological parameters, such as heart rate, arterial blood pressure, reaction time, etc.,
that can be obtained either via laboratory diagnostics, tissue investigations, or directly from
the volunteer are considered to be direct indicators. On the other hand, epidemiological
data that refer to, e.g., the temporal distribution of hospital admission, the frequency of
traffic or work accidents, the spatial and temporal distribution of defined events, etc.,
are defined as indirect indicators. These data mainly refer to a significant number of
measurements over a wide period of time that are analyzed in retrospective studies [26].

This study presents the analysis of HR data from 1353 individuals who were as-
sessed in the Hippocratio General Hospital in Athens, the cardiology clinics of Nikaia
General Hospital in Piraeus, and the Heraklion University Hospital in Crete, Greece (April
2011–January 2018). The hourly HR of the individuals was measured using the a Holter
electrocardiogram. Data were analyzed using the analysis of variance (ANOVA) and the
method of superimposed epochs. Both the ascending (December 2008–April 2014) phase
and the descending (May 2014–December 2019) phase of the solar cycle 24 were included
in the analysis.

The results that have been obtained by this investigation are summarized in
the following:

- The highest level of GMA (level IV of the Dst index classification) is related to an
increase in the physiological HR parameter. Moreover, the maximum value is observed
at level IV (Dst ≤ −100 nT) for all data and the ascending phase, whereas for the
descending phase no significant variation between the different levels was noticed.

- The highest level of GMA (level IV of the Ap index classification) is related to an
increase in the physiological HR parameter. Furthermore, for Ap ≥ 50, the maximum
value of HR is observed. It is interesting to note the different behavior of HR for level
III (i.e., HR takes its minimum value for all data and during the descending phase,
but not for the ascending phase).

- Strong decreases in cosmic ray activity are related to higher values of the mean HR.
These values are observed mostly for decreases from −6% to −3%. More intense
fluctuations are recorded during the descending phase.

- The physiological parameters of HR vary on the days prior to (−), during (0), and
after (+) major geomagnetic storms and CRI variations. Moreover, these variations are
especially noticeable for levels III and IV of the GMA and more intense for decreases
of −6% to −3% of the CRI.

- As revealed by the p-values concerning the GMA variations’ impact on HR, for the
days before the geomagnetic event, the results are statistically significant, whereas for
CRI variations, the statistically significant results concern the day of the event and the
days after that.

- As shown by the p-values, the GMA and CRI variations’ impact on HR is more statis-
tically significant for all data and during the ascending phase, while no statistically
significant results were obtained for the descending phase.
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Geomagnetic disturbances and variations in cosmic ray activity can have an impact
on the human physiological state and affect the variability of HR. The results obtained
in this study are in accordance with results from similar studies [18,19,25], where it was
concluded that intense geomagnetic activity and strong CRI decreases are connected to
an HR increase. The novelty of this study is that HR data were analyzed during different
phases of the solar cycle 24. The results showed that there is a difference in HR response to
geophysical variations during the ascending and the descending phase, i.e., HR is more
sensitive to these variations during the ascending phase. A possible reason for that may be
that for solar cycle 24, the ascending phase was characterized by more intense solar activity
than the descending phase, but this is yet to be examined.
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